
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 18:1-24: Guides to interpersonal Relationships 
 
Verses 1-4: Understanding Heart: Proverbs describe the one who behaves without 
understanding, not having a ‘heart’, a fool. Wisdom of life is gained and lived in the family and 
in the community. A person who seeks conflicts in every interaction with others can turn family 
and workplace into a distressed environment. Such a person is individualistic, antisocial, 
resentful, estranged and unwilling to understand others’ views. His/her non-sensical standing 
doesn’t serve anyone’s wellbeing. Wicked outbursts and acts are devaluing or dehumanizing 
oneself and others; that shows absence of love and no trust in God who is love. The foolish 
disgraces oneself by dishonoring others; wickedness is disowned with contempt by the upright. 
Proverbs reiterate the effects of human speech. Out of the depth of the heart the mouth 
speaks. Words from a conflicted heart damage lives. Speech can be like ‘deep waters’, either 
profound or chaotic; however the speech of a wise person is like a flowing spring, refreshing 
and nourishing life, words with life-changing impact. Wisdom serves the just to make sound 
judgment in everything.  
 
Verses:5-10: Gossipers: Proverbs’ main preoccupation is with establishing justice in society and 
warning that an unguarded mouth is one’s worst enemy. Human speech has power to build 
harmony as well as destroy lives and nations [example: Nazi propaganda against Jews]. Foolish 
speech can erupt into violence, however, one who listens to wisdom will not use words to incite 
strife. Gossipers are conflicted in the mind. Gossip [conspiracy included] might seem delicious, 
enjoyable for the gossiper and the listeners but it destroys the subject of gossip, his/her honor 
and relationships. Gossip maligns the heart just as food that penetrates the whole body. 
Partiality in rendering justice [specially in judicial settings] is no justice. Injustice must be 
exposed with full moral force! Often, people with power and wealth get away with crimes while 
the ordinary peace-loving folks are denied justice. Proverbs celebrates human enterprise; one 
who befriends laziness devalues one’s dignity; all are encouraged to pursue honest work, 
multiply talents and be productive [Genesis 3:19: ‘by the sweat of your face, you shall eat 
bread’].  
 
Verses 11-24: Importance of Listening: Attitude of listening is an attribute of the wise person in 
conversations and discussions [essential between husband and wife]. It is mark of respect for 
the person who talks and sign of humility of mind that is capable of discernment [Sirach 11:8: 
‘do not answer before you have heard, nor interrupt a speaker in the midst of his words’]. 
Humility is capacity to see the worth of things, seeing through wisdom but the pride in heart 
live unrealistically; ‘before a collapse the heart is proud’! A person who trusts in God can 
endure physical illness and trials, receive courage in adversity. A crushed spirit is fodder for 
further damage to the whole person [depression]. Those who are broken in spirit must be 
healed by family and community support. 
 
Knowledge is gained by openness of the heart to searching and finding. The wise is always 
ready to learn but the foolish scorn wisdom and commonsense! According to Proverbs, 
mistreating someone in the family or community can cause that person to harbor resentments 



and revenge that tear apart bonds of relationships. Avoid such offensive behavior or be quick to 
repair damage and reconcile. Offended person can be like the ‘bars of a fortress’, difficult to 
penetrate. One must be mindful of the words one uses and take responsibility for one’s own 
words. Good speech is like good fruit that satisfies the belly; malicious speech is like rotten fruit 
that sickens the belly [social media postings]. In Proverbs, foolish speech is deadly; all conflicts 
begin with words of the mouth. Words of wisdom ease tension and restore peace. Wisdom 
negotiates fairness and is concerned about justice for all. The needs of the poor must be met 
with goodness of the heart. The rich who values their wealth as gift from God will do their best 
to eliminate poverty. The rich-poor class system is manmade and not God’s plan in creation. 
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